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The experimental verification of active control methods for vibration suppression 
of large (lexible structures in space is essential for precision optical and military payload 
operations. The Flexible-Spacecraft Simulator (FSS) at the Naval Postgraduate School is 
designed for test ing such control designs. TIle experimental setup simulates the pitch 
axis motion of a rigid body spacecraft with a flexible anterma S\IPport structure connected 
to a rigid retlector. A twenty-four state finite element analytical modd is Ilsed to 
characterize the tlexibk appendage. Piezoelectric sensors and actuators are used for 
feedback control for vibration suppression. In addition, an external infrared camera 
provides direct fecdback of the flexible structure's elbow and tip displacements and 
rotations. A Multiple-lnput-Multiple-Output (l'vlIMO) linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) 
controller is designcd using linear quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal cOlltroitheory and 
an optimal Kalman estimator as the state observer to meet desired perfonnance 
specifications. The objective is to minimize the motion of the reflector. 
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The rapid advaucement of space sensor technology and the requirement for 
nanometer accuracy has created a need for minimum vibration noise, high precision 
mounting platforms from space. The con~\Imcr's demand for high resolution imflgccy, 
large space structures, and precise position and attitude determination has produced a 
large amount of advanced research in the field of structural controL Concurrent to the 
rapid increase in accuracy and resolution of sensor payloads is the need to isolate that 
payload from the disturbances inherent to any spacecraft. 
For single event upsets, the control problem lies in damping out vibrations 
incurred through the disturbance . Slcw maneuvers, thruster firings, micro-meteorite 
collisions are all examples of SEU disturbances. Multiple event upsets, periodic or 
continuous disturb<lnces, come in thc form of high frequency vihrations from an 
interna!iy mountcd momentum wheel assembly, a cryogenic cooler apparatus, or any 
vibrating machinery that is part of the main spacecraft bus. TIle method of control for 
this type of disturbance is vibration isolation. and its control synthesis is inherently 
different from the damping control problem. In order for a precision sensor platfonn to 
be stable in the space environment and exhibit robustness ill disturbance rejection, both 
types of" control must be comhined and used. 
Optimal control is an excellent method to achieve both control specifications 
For these types of applications, smart st ruct ures are a promising technology. In general , 
sm<lrt structures are the system elements that sense the dynamic state and change the 
system's structural properties, such as its natural frequencies and its damping, to meet 
given performance objectives 
There are several types of embedded sensors and actuators which call be used for 
vibration and struetlUal control. The embeddcd sensors arc piezoelectric deformation 
sensors. strain gages, and tiber optic sensors. The embedded actuators are pie7AlCeramic 
wafers, clectrostrictive ceramic wakrs, piezoceramie polymer film and shape memory 
metal wires. Piezoceramic sensors have a high strain sensitivity, a low noise baseline, low 
to moderate temperature sensitivity, and an ease of implementation. Piezoceramic 
<lctuators have high stiffness, sllfficieut stress to control vibration, good linearity, 
temperature insensitivity, are easy to implement, and minimize puwer consumption. 
Conventional control methods have worked well ill the past, but new design 
methods are required to obtain improved perfomlance and robustness characlt:ristics from 
the structural control system in order to satisfy future design specifications. Positive 
position feedback (PPF) and velocity feedback afe twu proven methuds of structural 
control that work well with piezocemmic actuaturs and sensors. With a multiple-input-
multiple-output (MlMO) control system, lioear quadratic control methods are a preferred 
choice. 
Linear quadratic control is based 011 full state feedback. If all the states are not 
known, an observer is inserted into tile loop to estimate the unknown states. Linear 
quadratic controllers using state estimate feedback are optimal for the nominal plant 
models but the performance may be far from satisfactory in real life due to plant 
IUlcenainties, lI!Unode led plant dynamics, and scnsor noise that is unaccounted for in the 
system compellsator Att ractivc passband robustness propenies of full state feedback 
optimal quadratic designs may disappear with thc introduction of a state estimator. llic 
Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian methodology provides an integrated frequen cy domain and 
state spacc approach for design of MIMO control systems. TIle advantages of the 
methodology lit: in its ability to directly address design issues such as stability robustness 
and evaluate the trade-offbctwecn performance and allowable control authority. 

TT. SCOPE OF THESIS 
The objective of this research is to achieve vibration ~llppn:ssion of a flexible 
antenna structure and also isolate vibration from the spacecraft main body. 11](; flexible 
spacecraft simulator (FSS) in Ihe Space Systems Dynamics and ConlTollahoratory will be 
used to experimentally verilY the data ohtained from this analysis. TIle inherent 
spa(;ccraft noise is ill the fann of vihrations from a cont inuous so urce, a momentum 
whee l mounted inside the spacecraft. The use of piezoccramic sensors and actuators to 
negate the disturbance vibration will he used. In addition, an external infrared optical 
sensor will be empl oyed to provide structure position and velocity infonnatioll to the 
optimal controller. The control technique we implement will he Optim~1 Linear 
Quadratic Gau~sian (LQG) controller 
The approach will he to fir~t characterize the flc:-;.ibie heam structure using finite 
element analysis and verify the results with elementary modal analysis. Using the 
modeshape infonnation from this analytical model, optimum placement of the 
sensoriaetuator pairs will be detennined. Next is to construct an optimal control system 
u~ing Linear Qu~dratic Regulator (LQR) optimal control with multiple sensors and 
actuators. Once the LQR contro l gains are satisfactory, an optimal ohstTver will be added 
to the feedback path for smoothing and to estimate the unknov.-ll states plus filter out any 
high freq uency noise 
The use of mUltiple sensors and actuators will enable the controller to quickly 
dampen out higher order modes of the reocclllTing disturbance. Using S[MULINK, a 
vibration isolation system simulation will he designed, implemented and tested. The 
optimal controller will be compared against known effective control sl,;h~ll1ts sud! 
Positive Position Feedback (PPf) and (krivative feed hack control 
The follow on research will be to implement the LQG controller on ihe real time 
controller in tbe spacecraft dynamics and control laboratory, AC-1OO from Integrated 
Systems, Tnc. 
ilL CONTROL THEORY 
A, BACKGROUND 
State-spa(;e methods are the cornerstone of modem control theory. The essential 
diffe rence between modl;;DI control tlleory and classical control theory is the 
charaderization of a process by differl;;ntia\ e(lllations instead of transfer functions. hI the 
modern approach, processes arc represented by systems of coupled, first-order di fierential 
cquutions. In principle, there is no limit to the order of the system and in practice the 
limit is the availability of the computer software to pcrfoml the required calculations 
reliably. 
B. STATE SPACE REPRESENTATTON 
Differential equations can bl;; ex:pressed as a set of simultaneolls first-order 
differential equations. They are represented in state-variable form as the VI;;(;tor equations 
x =f(x,u) 
)' = h(x,u) 
where the input is u, and the output is y 
(3.1) 
l11e column vector x is called the state orthe system and contains n elements for a 
nih-order system. For mechanical systems, the states usually consist of the positions and 
velocities or the separate bodies. The vector fun(;tion f relates the first derivat ive of the 
state to the state itself and the input u. Parameters in the function f (;ould be depl;;ndent on 
time as \-vell as position and velocity, but by and large, for structural systems the 
parameters can ~ considered time-invariiUll. Linear approximations will be used for 
nonlinear systems in design and analysis. For the linear case, equation 0.1) can be 
wri tten as 
i =Ax+Ru 
y=Cx + Du (3.2a,h) 
where A is an nxn system matrix, B is an nxm cont ro l matri x, C is an lxn observer matrix 
and D is an lxm feed-through rnatrix(direct transmission matrix), Under most 
cin.: umstanees D is normally the zero matrix. 
C. TRANSFORMATION OF STATE 
For a system dtscrihcd by equations (3.2), that description is not a unique state 
description of the system. Matrix algebra enables a linear transformation of statt witbout 
changing the basic propeliics of a matrix. Consider a state vector z whert: 
)[ = Tz (3.3) 
and T is a nonsingular matrix . Substituting equation (3.3) into equation (3.2a), a linear 
t ransformation of state is performed 
where 
x ", Tz ", ATz+ Bu 
z ", r 'ATz + T-'Bu 
z: ATZ+ BTU 
A T ", T -'AT 
BT : T-'B 
Substituting equation (3.3) into equation (3.2b) 
where 
y '" CTz + Du 
'" CTz + Du 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(t is sometimes convenient to transform a physical system model inlO its modal 
canonical foml, also known as the Jordan canonical fo rm. This state descript ion 
decouples the coupled first order equations into 11 independent first-order equations, 
prov iding that the system matrix is diagonalizable. This description has many advantages 
such as the degree of control authority the input has on each mode, the observability of 
each mode, and the damping ratio of each mode provided it is a damped system. 
D. OPTIMAL CO NTROL THEOR Y 
An effective and widely used control teclmique of linear control systems is the 
optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). Provided the full slate vector is observable, 
this method can he employed to fit specific design and performance criteria. A quadratic 
cost function, hased on the Bolza problem, is used to minimize the perfomlance index,.1 
The general foml for the LQR is 
where Q is the state weighting matrix and R is the control weighting matrix. The 
necessary conditions for the optimal solution arc that Q lUust bl;.': symmetric and positive 
semi-dl;.':flnite and R must he symmetric and positive definite. l he solution to thl;.': LQR 
prohlem results in the optimum full state feedhack gain matrix 
(3.7) 
where M satsfies the matrix Riccat; equation 
-M = MA -t A'M - MBR-1B'M + Q (3.8'1) 
For a t ime-infini te solution, M is set to zero. The contIOI input is then 
u = -Kx (J.8b) 
Tf the fu ll state vector is not avai lahle, in order to usc LQR control theOlY, it is 
necessary to design a state estimator or observer. The general form for an ohserver is 
given by 
10 
i == Ax + Ou + L(y -Ci) (3.9) 
where i is the estimated state vector. The inputs to the observer are the outputs from the 
plant and the control inputs to the plant 
By solving for the optimum observer gain, L, the observer is known as a Kalman 
filte r. The general fonn of the dynamical equations used in the Kalman filter synthesis 
i == Ax + Bu + Fv 
y== Cx + Du + w (3.10) 
wherc F is the plant uncertainty matrix, w is the state noise vector, and v is the sensor 
noise vector. Both v and IV are considered to be wh ite noise processes. White noise 
processes have the property of having a mean value of zero over time. This assumption 
does not always hold true in the real world but it s implifies thc anal ysis considerably. 
The solution for the optimal observer gain is given by probability theory The Kalman 
observer gain, L, is given by 
II 
i =PC'W-l 
where r is taken frOIn 
P = Ai> -+- rA' - PC'w lcr + FVI:<" 
Thl;.': process noise covariance matrices V and Ware given by 
E{v(l)v'(I)} '" V(/)b"(/ - r) 
E{v(l)w'(/)} = X(t)b"(I- r) 




X(t) is the system cross-covariance matrix and is a function of thl;.': conciation of sensor 
noise to plant noise and Imder most circumstan(;es it is nonnally zero. The s)mbol E{ } 
denotes mathematical expectation, in other words the averagl;.': computed in thl;.': 
probabilistic sense. 
E. CONTROLLARlLlTY AND OHSERVABILITY 
Controllability and its dual, observability, are system parameters that indicate the 
extent that the states are controllable via the control matrix and for observability, the 
numbc:r of states that arc obstrvable via the sensors. They are two mutually independent 
functions of the system plant matrix, control matrix and the observer matrix. One simple 
test for controllabi lity and ohservabllity is to form their respective matrices, the 
controllability matrix (Mc) and the observahility matrix (Mo). Provided each malrix is of 
full rank, that indicate5 that the states are independent of one another and can be 
12 
controlled or observed. The degree of eontrollahility or observability carulOt be 
determined from this te~t; however converting the system tu Jordan canonical form will 
indicate the [dative control authority to the individual modal states and abu the rdative 
observability for each modal state. 
The following are the equations for the respective matrices: 
"1,=IH AH A'n A"-Hj 
(3.14) 
M. - [C' A'e ' (A'),c' 
A complete treatment is given in several textbooks, such [Refs. 1,2J. The~e 
concepts will playa fundamental rolt in the design uf the wntrol system for the flexible 
structure. The whole concept of control design is a compromise hetween accllracy. 
cumplexity, and robuslne,;~. III particulm, as this thesis will show, a very accurate model 
of the system might be not only too complex, hut also it might be bound to be 
uncontrollable or unohservahle. This is because an exact model is likely to contain a 
number of states, Le., modes, which are hard to wmpletcly cuntrol with the given input 
signals. I,ikewise these same state~ might 1I0t be easily observable. When this is the 
case, the designer would look for a simpler model, where all the states are conlrollable 
and observable, and (hopefully) the effect of the neglected states will he \vithin the noise 
ItveL Fur this problem the two matrices discussed ahove (controllability, obserliability) 




A. HISTORY 0.1" PIEZOELECTRICITY 
Pil;.':zoelectricity is a phtnomenon that describes certain materials that generate 
electricity when a mecil3nical stress is applied. known as the direct effect, and also, tha t 
generate a mechanical stress when an electric field is applied on tiltill. Piezoelectricity 
occurs naturally in soml;; crystalline materials and can be induced in other polycrystallinc 
materials through 11 process known as "poling". The material's clystal lattice stru(;(un:: 
may be poled by the application of a large electric field , usually at high temperature (see 
Fig. 4.1 ).lRcf. 31 
Unpolultsed 
Figure 4.1. [Ref. 3} Crystalline Lattice Structures 
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Subsequent application of an electric field will produce additive strains locally 
which translate into a global strain for the material. The direct piezoelectric effect has 
been used for a long time in sensors such as accelerometers_ Usc of the converse effel1, 
however, until recently has been restricted to ultrasonic transducers. Barium titanatc, 
discovered in the 1940s, was the first widely used piezoceramic. Lead zirconate titanate 
(PZT), discovered in 1954 [Ref. 4J, has now largely superseded barium titanate because 
of its stronger piezoelectric effects. Only recently have researchers in the area of 
structural control taken notice of the vel)' desirable features of piezoelectric actuators and 
have stUlit:d using them for many structural control applications. Piezoceramics are 
compact, have a very good frequency response and can be easily incorporated into 
structural systems. Actuation strains on the order of JOOO ,-","strain have been reported for 
PZT makriaL Strains arc non-dimensionalnurnbers which relate the change in length to 
the original length for a given impctus. Within the linear range they produce strains that 
are proportional to the applied electric field/voltage. These features make them very 
attractive for structural control applications 
There arc several methods to model the constitutive behavior of piezoelectric 
materials. Inc most popular is the macromechanical approach, it provides the 
relationship between the electrical and mechanical effects ill a manner that can be 
incorporated onto typical isotropic or orthotropic structural materials. For linear 
piezoelectric materials, the interaction between the electrical and lIlel.:hanical variables 
I.:an be described by linear relations of the form 
16 
S ... = si~·Ti -I d ""E~ 
D~ =11" T, +D;~, E, 
nle mechanical variables ar~ th~ Slr~ss T and the strain S, and the electrical variables are 
the eleelric field E and the electric displacement D; s i~ the compliance, d is the 
piczoclcclri(; constant and l is the permittivity. The lirs[t:tjualion describes the converse 
piezoel ectric effect, and the sewnd equiltion describl;':s the direct effect. The stress and 
strain arc second order tensors, while the electric field and eketric displacement arc tirst 
onh::r. 
Figure 4.2 shows the typical worJinate system used to represent a poled 
piezoekclri(;. lhe 3-axis is in the direction of the initial polarization. 
~ . . ~ 
Jiigurc 4.2. [Ref. 3] Typical Piezoceramic Coordinate System 
(1)c 1- and 2-axes are arbitrary in till: plant perpendicular to the poling direction. The J-
and 2-ax~s are arbitrary be~ause a pukd pil:zoelectric is transversely isotropic in the 1-2 
plane. The equations abovl: written explicitly in matrix form are 
17 
S, 5~ L S{, st, 0 0 0 0 0 d" '1; 
S, sf, sf, sf, 0 0 0 0 0 d" T, 
s, sL s~, s~, 0 0 0 0 () dn T, 
S, 0 0 0 "~' 0 0 0 d" 0 T, 
s, ~ 0 0 0 ~ ;, 0 d" 0 0 T, 
S, 0 0 0 0 !~6 0 0 0 T, 
0, 0 0 0 d" 0 ,r 0 0 E, 
lV, 0 0 0 d" 0 0 r.r 0 E, 
D, d." d" d" 0 0 0 0 f.I E, 
(4.2) 
Where SI through S3 are the nonnal strains, S4 through S6 are the shear strains, '1' 1 
through T, are the normal stresses, T4 through '1'6 are the shear stresses, DI through D3 
are the clectri(,; displac~mcnts and E I through £3 are the electric fields associated wiLh the 
given coordinate system 
Inc piezoelectric constants that are of most interest frow a structural standpoint 
arc the d constants . These constants relate thl;.': ~train developed in the material to the 
applied electric field; obviously.lht: highest value of these constants is desirabLe. The d3j 
constant relates the strain in the 3-din:ction to the field in the 3-direction.; similarly, the 
djl relates the strain in the I-direction to the electric field inlhe 3-direct ion. The electric 
field is voltage applicd a<.:ross the piezoelectric divided by its thickncss. It is important 10 
point oUllhat du is usually a positive number and d31 is a negative number. This means 
lhat a positive field (i.e., a field applied in the poling direction) will produce a positive 
mechanical strain in the 3-direction and a negative strain in the I-direction. 
There are many applications for the use ofPZT actuaton. and they can be divided 
into two general categories: the linear actuators and the actuators used for structural 
18 
control appli(.:atiolls. In the first category, the PZT actuators, arranged in the form of 
stacks, arc used in a fashion similar to shakers or conventional hydraulic or electrical 
actuators. Due 10 the fact that the stroke is scverely limited, ill static appl ications they 
are used only fOf micropositioning work. In struclural control applications, the actuators 
are t)1Jically embedded or bonded 10 the surfaces ofthc structure and they apply loca lized 
strains that can he used directly to control stru(.:t ural deformations 1\ typical 
arrangement is shown in F igure 4.3 ; the two actuators are on the upper and lowcr surfaces 
of the structufe and an: actuated out ofpltase (the upper expands and the lower contracts), 
which creales a momcnt on the structure. [Ref. 3] 
tupactu alOre.""~cs 
... 
Figure 4.3. [Ref. 3] Piezoceramic Actuator Pair 
hI the rcmainder of this chapter we will apply piezoceramic actuators ,md sensors as 
structural control e iemeTlts. 
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B. FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT SIMULATOR PIEZOCERAMIC 
ACTUATORS AND SENSORS. 
Piezuceramic sensors and actuators are located on the flexible appendage a~ 
shown in Figure 4.4. The piezoeeramic wafers are bonded to the surlace of the flexible 
ann and the voltage developed from the sensurs is fed to the actuators by way of the 
designed control system 
Figure 4.4. Piezoeeramie Actuators and Sensors Mounted on the FSS Flexible Beam 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the urientation of a piezoceramic wafer on an ann and the aligImlent 
of its axis that describes the electro-mechanical relationships. 
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rhc pi~zoc~ramic waf~r~ in a sensory mode produce a chargc belween their 
eleclrodes thm is directly proport ional to the Imeral slrains. It is given by 
(4.3) 
where A is the lateral a rea oflhe piezO(;eramie wafer, E is Young's modulus of the wafer, 
d3J is the lateral charge coeffic ient, and [;i and E! are the strain values in the lateral 
direct ions respectively. The capacitance ["or a riezoceramie wafer as shown in Figure 4.5 
is given by 
('.4) 
where D is the dielectric wnstant of Ihe piezoceramic and f is the thickness of the wafcr. 
The voltage V prod\lc~d by a sensor under slrain is gjv~n by 
(4.5) 
When using piezoceramic wafers as actuators, the attachment geomdry is similar to Ihe 
sensor geometry shown in Figure 4.5. The control vollage , ec, is applied to Ihe wafers 
and the lateral strain Ihal is developed can aCI 10 control the bending of the beam . rh~ 






Care must be taken not to induce a strong electric field that is opposed to the 
piczoccramic's poling direction as tIlat can dam,lge the material hy depolarizing it. 
rypical field limits by most materials are hetween 500 and 1000 volts/mm 
Table 4 .1 is a good reference for the material properties of piezoceramics. For 
this thesis, Navy Type II PZT piezoceramic element is used, which is material EC-66 in 
Table 4.1. It is a above average piezoceramic material which hoasts an excellent Literal 
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V. ~'[NITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
A. BACKGROUND 
TIle need for characterization of complex structure~ and the advent of the modem 
day computer has given rise to a method of :malysis known as the iilliit dement method 
The idea hehind the tinite element method is to provide a formulation which can exploit 
digital compuh::r automation for the analysis of irregular systems_ To this end the method 
regards a complex structure as all assemblage of fini te clements, which every such 
element is part ofa continuous structural member. By requiring that the displacements be 
compatible and the internal forces in balance at certain points shared by several elements, 
where the points are known as nodes, the entire structure is compelled to act as one entity 
The tinite ekmcnt method of analysis, while considering a continuous stru(;ture, is 
a discretization problem in that it expresses the displacements of the continuous structure 
in term~ of a finite number of displacements at the nodal points multipl ied by the 
interpolation functions. The advlmtage of the finite element method over any other 
method is that the equations for the system can be derived by lirsl deriving the equations 
for a single element and then assembling the individual elements' equations by using 
constraint conditions. TIle displacement at any point inside the elemenl is obtained hy 
means of interpolation, where the interpolation functions are generally low-degree 
polynomials and they arc the same for every ekment. [Ref. 5] 
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B. F.LKMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Mt:irovitch [Rt:f. 5, pp. 303 -304] uses the direct method for derivation of thc 
elemental stiffnc~s matrix. The stiffness matrix relates a displacement vector to a force 
vector. Using the clement in Figurc 5.1, for 1IIJifonn bending stiffness, the differential 
t:quation fo r the displacement w(x) is 
O<x < h (5.1) 
where E is Y0l1l1g'S modulus for the material and J is the area moment of inertia for the 
bcam cross-section. 
Figurc 5.1. Beam Element for Finite l{lement Model 
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By integrating four times, we have the elemental displacement at any )Xlint 
(5.2) 
with CI through C4 as the constants of integration, determined from the boundary 
conditions 
W(O) = WI dw(') 1 = B 
-d,;-l." 2 (5.3) 
11' 1 and W2 are the nodal displacements and ~ and Ot are the nodal rotations at the 
endpoints of the element. By solving equation (5.2) into (5.3) the corresponding 
constants of integration are solved as 
6 
c, =hl(211'1+ h~ - 2wl+ hB:.) 
(5.4) 
Hence, introducing equation (5.4) into (5.2), the expression for the bending displacement 
is determined to be 
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(5.5) 
TIle bending displacement is related to the inter-dement nodal forces/ l/l-,j3,onJfl as follow, 
of, = - I, 
(5.6) 
= - f , o f, 
Combining equations (5.6) and (5.5) yields 
£1 
I , == };l(12w1 + 6hO, - 12Wl + 6hO,) 
£1 12 = "'hT (6'~'1 +4hO,-6wl -2h111 ) 
(5.7) 
I) - 6hOI -12w1 - 6hB)) 
EI I. "' "'hT(6w, +2hBI - 6w2 +4hO)) 
This can be wriUen in matrix fonn as 
(5.8) 
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where the nodal displacement Yc(;tor and the nodal f()fce vector are given by 
(5.9) 
and thl;: I;:kment st iffness malTix is given by 
[" 6h - 12 66 j EJ 6h 4h" -6h 26" lkl =J;T -1 2 - 6h 12 - 66 
6h 2h l - 66 4h ' 
(5. 10) 
C. ELEMENT MASS MA TRlX 
Eqnation (5.5) can be written as a fUIl(;tion of the nodal displacements and 
interpolation functions, L(x) 
w ( x) = L,(x)w, -;- 1. , ( x )hO, -;- L,(x)w ) -;- 1. . (x)h02 (5.11) 
where 
1., (x) = [1 - + 2[~n 
+ (~J'] (5.1 2) 
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Equations (5.11) and (5.12) can be expres~ed in matrix form 
w(x,i) = {L(x)r{X(I)} (5.13) 
with {L("\:)} as a four-dimensional vector of the interpolation functions and {x(t)} a four-
dimensional vector ofnodai dispiaeemetlls. The dement kinetic energy has the fotnl 
I r' [O'W(X,I)]' " T(l) =:1 ~ m(x) -,'1-,- dx = ,(w(t)) [m]{,v(t)) (5 .14) 
where the 4x4 mass matrix is givcn by 
(5.1 5) 
Lnserting the interpolation functions vector, I:quation (5.12), into equation (5.15) 
and integrating OVl:f the element length. the elemental mass matrix: becomes 
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[156 2211 54 - 13hj mh 2211 4111 I3h _ 3h ' 
[m] = 420 54 13h 156 -2211 
- 13h - 3h ' - 2211 4h ' 
D. ASSEMBLING THE GLOBAL .MASS AND STIFFNESS MATRICES 
INTO THE COMl'LETE SYSTKM 
(5. 16) 
The next step is to assemble each element's mass and stiffucss matrices into the 
global system mass matrix and the system global sliffuess matrix, respectively. The 
assembling procedure is an algebraic process of adding the overlapping element matrices 
together. Consider the 4x4 element matrix partitioned into a 2x2 matrix or 2x2 sub-
matrices 
1m'] (5 .17) 
The global system matrix is required to be symmetric and is constructed by adding the 
element matrices along the diagonal 
(5.18) 
For el(ample, with three clements this matrix becomes 
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lm" m" m~i j [M[ . :" m12 -tm ll m" (5.19) m, fIIJ2 -t m l 
m" 
The method is the same for buth the sliffue~s and the mass matrices. III order to 
satisfy the bOtUldury conditions for a fixed-free system, the displacement and rotation at 
the rout urlhe flexible appendage must be zero. This condition is satisfied by eliminating 
the first and sc(;und rows and the first and second columns from hoth the global mass and 
stiffuess matrices, respectively 
£. PIEZOELECTRIC FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
[be piezoceramic elements used in the structure must he incorporated into the 
finite element model. The basic equations for both piezoceramic actuators and sensurs 
are the same as for ordinary structural elements discussed in the previous section. There 
is a nl;.':ed to compensate for the piezoceramic displacement frum the center of the beam 
and Figure 5.2 illustrates this concept. In addition, the eleclro-mtchanical relationships 
musl be taken into accoWlt for implemtntation into an analytical model suilable for 
control design 
Figure 5.2. Piezoceramie Element Plaeemcllt on Ream 
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From equation (1.1) the general relationship for the electro-mechanical coupJing is 
given by 
(5.20) 
Using the fact that the elastic constant (or piewceramic materiaJ, \', is the inverse of its 
Young's modulus, l:."v, tbis equation can be written a~ 
(5.21) 
The next step is to ~et up the equation for the elemental potential cncrgy, (J. 
+ J\E,)dV (5.22) 
where the tl.vo tenns in (he inh:gral represent mechanical energy (TIS~) lmd dedrical 




The strain, using small angle displacement theory, S" can be written as 
S, = ex 
substituting equation (5.21) into equation (5.23) 
I' 
then, using <::quation (5.24) 
i-'; -d,:"Ep 
L d),Ep 






where ¢ is the vcctor of intel"jX1lalion functions or "modeshapes" and q is the nodal 
vector :6,'0111 equation ('i.9a) lnselting this equation along with the interpolation 
functions, equation (5.12). the g~neral [unn ufthe energy equation i.'i 
whcre 
(S.28) 
Sub~tituling the inlcrpolaiion functions trom equation (5.12) into thc b vector, we get 
b. = 0 
,~+ 1" __ 1 
b, = -dOlE,,'" \" 2) 
b, =0 











fhl;.': piezoceramic elemental mass matrix is derived in the same fashion as an 
ordinary structural element with the exception that the piezoceramic material linear mass 
density be used instead of the ordinary material density of the slmclure to which it is 
bonded. 
For structural elements that have piezoceramic material bunded to them, their 
respective mass and stiffness matrices arc given by the silllple addition of the beam 
elemental matrices and the piczoccramic elemental matrices which are tbt:n assemhled 
into global mass and stiffuess matrices as in the previous section 
(5.31) 
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VI. ANALYTJCAL MODEL 
A. FtEXIBLE SPACECRAFT SIMUlATOR ARM 
The Spacecraft DymmIics and Control Laboratory Flexible Spacecraft Simulator 
(FSS) simulates attitude motion about the pitch axis of a spacecraft. As shown in Figure 
6.1 it CQlIsists of a single degree-ol~freedom rigid central body, representing the 
spacecraft central body, and a TILultipit: degree-of-freedom flexible appendage, 
representing an antenna refkctor with a flexib le support st ructure 
Figure 6.1. NPS Flexible Spacecraft Simulator (FSS) 
PiClocerarnic sensors and actuators are used to provide active damping to the 
flexible support structure. The entire system is floated on air pads over a finely ground 
granite table to ~imulate a microgravity environment. The central body has tvl/o thrusters 
and a momentum wheel as its actuators. The f1exible appendage has two stacked 
piczocenlmic pairs as actuators. The first pair is located at the base of thc aml assembly 
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and the second is located ~t the base of the forearm ncar the structure's elbow as in 
Figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.2. FSS Experimental Setup for LQGNision Server Testing 
A finite element model will be used to simulate the flexible appendage The 
elemental mass and stiffness matrices are given by equations (5 .1 6) and (5.10), 
respectively. Using equation (5.18) to assemble both the global mass matrix, M, and 
global stiffness matrix, K, and by the use of Ncvvtonian physics, the equatioos of motion 






Figure 6.3. Finite Element Model of the FSS Flexible Appendage 
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Table 6.1 gives the material p roperties and parameters used on this model 
7075 T-6 Aluminum Beam 
Quantity Description Un its Value 
Beam thickness 1.5875xlO-) 
w, Beam width 0.0254 
po Beam density kglm' 2800 
E, Young' s Modulus NlmL 1.029xlO7 
Navv T ' ell PZT 
Quantity Description Units Value 
d" Lateral strain coefficient mlVor CoullN 1.8xl0-:o 
E, Young's Modulus Nlm' 6.3xl0 1O 
Poisson's ratio NiA 0.35 
0 Absolute permittivity Farad/m or NIV' 1.5x1O-i 
!able 6.1. Model MaterIal Properties 
R. EQUATIONS OF MOTTON 
In th is section we derive the equations of motion for a £\\ielve degree-of-freedom 
dynamic model. The derivation goes along the lines of a two-deb'Tee-of-freedom system 
as shown in Figure 6.4. 
l' igure 6.4. Two Degree-of-freedom Model 
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hom Newton's Law 
(6.1) 
applied to eadl mass we obtain 
(6.2) 
Using a vector x '" {:: }, and grouping like tenus 
(6.3) 
Mx +Kx == F 
where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, and F is the force vector. 
This type of dynamic representation relates directly to finite element analysis with 
appropriate modifications to aeeOlUlt for piezoceramic sensors and actuators ill the fin ite 
element model 
Using the principle ofvirtua! work and using the Lagrangian method of analysis. 




when: Pp is ill!: mas~ pl:f unit length [or the piezocemmic and }~, is the vdOl.:ity at any 
point all the element. An alternative form of equatiull (6.4) is 
(6.5) 
where 
1m,] = (6.61 
given rp the interpolation timctions from equation (5.12) The total kiIlt:li~ t:nergy for a 
beam mounted piezoceramic is then 
(6.7) 
where the mass matrix is given by equation \,'.31) 
rhc Lagrangian function, L, is given by 
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L '" T-U 
(6.!!) 
which is used in the equations ofmotioll 
(6.9) 
Substituting equation (6.S) into (6.9) and using q as generalized coordinates the actuator 
equation becomes 
(6.10) 
where B comes from equation (5.29) and ea is thc applied voltage to the piezoceramic 
clement. TIl is is the modified version of equation (6.3) that must be used for the 
dynamical system model 
If the voltage e is taken in terms of generalized coordinates, the equation in terms 
of voltage is 
e=~BTq 
r 
Equation (6.11) represents the voltage output from a piezocerarnic sensor. 
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(6.11) 
Using the material properties from Table 6. 1 and the preceding equations of 
motion, the finite <:Ii;:ment model produ(;ed twelve natural modes of vibrat ion. Appendix 
A contains the 11A TLAB script file, fem.m, that was used to solve this mode l. Table 6 .2 
gives the values for the natural frequencies and Figures 6.5 and 6 .6 give the modeshapes 
for the first two modes. Appendix 13 contains the graphs for all twelve modeshapes. 
1l1ese two modes arc the primaty can-iers of energy for the structure and it is they that the 




Table 6.2. Finite Element Model 
Natural Frequencies 
Convergence of a fi nite element model to its analytical counterpart is dependent 
on the number of elements used in the model, the higher the number of e lements the 
quicker the model is to converge to the actllal values. A fmite clement model's accuracy 
can be roughly estimated as half the number of elements used. In this case, six elements 
are used and thus the fi rst three modes should be fairly accurate. Using elementary mod.11 
analysis, the first three modes of vibration arc known to be 0.288 Hz, 0.877 Hz, and 9.82 
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Hz, respectively. This indicates percentage errors for the first three modes as 2.7%, 
0.72%. and 13.1 % each. Thc diminishing accuracy with the increase in mode number is 
readily apparent due to a small number of elemellls in the model. 
Figure 6.5. Modeshape for First Mode Figure 6.6. Modeshape for Second Mod~ 
At this time it should be noted that the first finite element model consisted 01 
twelve elements giving twenty-four natural modes. This first model's accuracy extcnded 
to the sixth natural mode before significant divcrgcnce was noticed. The prohlem 
encOlUltered with the higher fidelity model was the introduction of wlcontrollahle and 
wlObservable states. As discussed in Chapter Ill, thc solution was 10 simplify the model 
to the current twelve mode model for Ihe remainder of the thesis work. 
Since the piezoceramic actuators use electro-mechanical coupling from an applied 
vohagc to a strain on the beam, only a moment, or torquc, may be applied as the conlrol 
input. Based on the given modeshapes (eigenveclOrs) and the knowledge that the region 
of greatest torque is at the base for a fixed -frcc (cantilevcrcd) configuration, it can be 
inferred that the optimal actuator and sensor placement be at the base of the structure and 
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at the base of the sewm.i anu. This configuration will give the greatest control input 
possible and also provide a nearly collocated sensor/actuator pair 
C. TRANSFORMA nON TO MODAL FOR\1 
Equation (6.10) is a damped free elluatioil o[motion derived from tinile element 
analysis incorporating pielOceramic electro-mec11anical collpling. i\ctually the FSS 
flexihlc ann has natural ;;trllctural damping and in order to increase the fidelity of the 
model of our structure, the natural damping must he included. In order to add in the 
structural damping a linear tran~[onnatiolJ o[the slate must be used to get the model into 
modal form. Alodal Conn is one that de-couples the eguations into linearly independent 
tirst-order differential egllations. In Chapter ill, Section c., a method for a linear 
transfonnation of state is given Usinp; the p;cneraiiled eigenvalue approack there is a 
transformation matrix, ¢, that transforms eguation (6.10) into diagonal fonn. The 
response of the system, in the absence of an external input is given by 
:Mq+Kq=O (6.12) 
The transfonnation [rom physical or generalited coordinates, q, to modal 
(;Qordinates,~, is determined by the linear similarity transformation 
(6.1'3) 
The desired equations of motion arc ofthc form 
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Mq + Cq + Kq = O (6./4) 
where C is the damping matrix for the system in physical coordinates Combining 
equation (6.13) with equation (6.14) we obtain 
(6.15) 
where F i,; determ ined ~o that 
In th is way, the equations of motion in modal coordinates become a set of de - coupled 
second - order differential cquatioll5 
(6.16) 
which can bc wri tten in state - space form as 
(6.17) 
Using data obtained from previous ex perimcntation on the FSS fl exible arm, it 
was detemlined that the fi rs t two natunll modcs need 0.4% as the damping ratio and 10% 
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for the bighcr modes. TIJcse values are inserted into equation (6.17) and the equation is 
then transformed back 10 phy,il,;al wordinalts Rel,;ulling equation (6_13c) a state-spatt 
lransfol'mation matrix can be obta.ined 
(6.18) 
thus tht sy,ttm matrix transformed back to physical coordinates is 
q - Aq (6.19) 
D. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATIOI\ 
The analytical model of our systcm can he represented by the following stalt-
space first-order coupled tqualions 
t -AxiBu Yw 
(6.20) 
y-Cx I t' 
TIle system matrix, A, from equation (6.19) is now an accurate twenty-four slak 
model approximaling lht actual FSS flexible ann assembly_ Tht: wntrol matrix, 13, hased 
on cquillions (5.29) and (6.10), has two independcnt actuators and is a 24;;2 matrix I'hc 
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sensor matrix, C, is a 6x24 matrix that contains two piezoceramic sensor outputs and four 
outputs from an optical infrared VisionServcr camcra system devclopcd by Real lime 
innovations, Inc. [Ref 6] The piczoccramic outputs me govcmed by equations (5.29) and 
(6.11). Thc VisionServer mcasures the displacements and rotations of the elbow and tip 
assemblies individually and outputs those four states directly. The plant uncertaimy 
matrix, F, is initially the identity matrix and thc model uncertainty is approximated at 5%. 
The sensor noise is taken as the squares of component nns noise values from 
documentation and previous research 
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vn. ANALYTICAL MODEL SIMULATION 
In this chapter a LQG controller is designed using the methods discussed in 
Chapter W. lilt LQG controller wil l be des igned to meet given perfUIlTHUlCe criteria 
outlined in Section B of this chapter. The analytical model will be simulated uRing 
MA TLAS and SIMULINK after which it will be ported to a VAXstatioo running 
M4.. TRIXx to be tested on the real-ti me controller. 
A. MODEL REPRF.SENTATION 
from equatiun (6.20) th l>: model is reprcscntr;:u in state-space form as 
i = Ax + Bu+Fw 
y= Cx+v 
11u: mode l is fo rmed by the following components: the flexible body dynamics, 
the picwceramic actuators, the piezoceramic sensors, amI the VisionServer canu::ra 
SYSlcm[Rcf. 6]. The type of controller 10 be designed is a regulator, i.e., there is no 
reference or commanded input to track, sillce the obj ective is to dampen all the 
oscillations in the system. The major disturbances are in the form of continuous and 
impact vibrations to the flexible ann. while secondary disturbances are the noise inputs to 
the sensors and actuators from the control system hardware . lhe state variables 
considered in the nomina l modd are the nodal di~placemcnts and nodal rotations, wand 
B. The model upon which the LQG is designed combines the nominal plant. the 
estimated plaut uncertainties, and the estimated process-noise model 
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B. LQG DESIGN REQUJREMENTS 
Th.: primary objective is to damp out the eff':l:t of the disturbances as quickly as 
possible and maintain stability robustness. Specifically, the most important variable to 
minimize is thl;; rotational displacement of the tip of the amI since this directly affects the 
performance of the antenna structure in ~pace 
The FSS is setup for an initial condition response to simulate an impact 
disturbance input. The piezoceramic actuators are low authority controllers, and the time 
constant for settling out the di~turhance will be on the order of five seconds . The steady 
state error to a continuous sinu~oidal input is to he less than 0.10 for the lip assembly. In 
summary the perfOimance objectiv.:s for the LQG controller are 
Settling TillIe 
Steady State Error 
C. PROPOSED DESIGN 
T. < 20 seconds (TillIe constant = 5 seconds) 
(Due to a sinusoidal input) 
r he design of the LQG controller for this model is given by a combination of the 
solutions of the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and th.: Kalman Estimator (LQE) 
problem. The optimal control solution of the LQR problem which minimizes the 
performance index given by equation (3.6) is given by the state feedback equation 
(7.1) 
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where KLQR is given by equation (3.7) provided that the state weighting matrix, Q, is 
~YHullelric and positive semi-definite, the control weighting matrix, R, is symmetric and 
positive definite, and the pair (A,B) is controllahk, with the controllability matrix given 
hy equation (3.14a). Sin(;e the sensors do 110\ measure all the states, it is desirable to 
transform equation (3.6) intu an output dependent equation so as to have dire>;\ influence 
over the weighting parametl;.':fs. The cost fllnction, in general given as 
can be adapted to the case when we penalize the output. y. Using the facllhat y== Cx and 
yT=XTCT , another matrix, QJ can be defined where CTQyC, and ~ubstitution into the 
ahove equation yields 
(7.2) 
which has an I;;xplicit dependence on the sensor outputs. 
The solution to the l.QR seeks a compromise between minimum energy (control 
input) and best perfonnance. For all antenna structure Ul space it is desirable to minimizc 
the beam losses incurrcd due to the disturbancc inputs. Similarly, in this model the 
priority is tu minimize the tip deflection and rotation so we will penalize those outputs 
morc heavily than the others. In urder tu keep the output of the piezoceramic sensors 
within limitations a penalty must be imposed on those outputs as well. 
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Using SfMULlNK, a dynamical model was created and simulated, Figure (7, I) is 
the block. diagram of the simulation model 
F'igure 7.1. SIMULINK Block Diagmm 
D, SIMULA TlON AND RESULTS 
From simulation , the values of Qy, the output weighting matrix, and R, the control 
weighting matrix, were itcratively determincd to be 
100 0 0 0 0 
o 100 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
Q ' =OOOI 
0009000 () 
o 0 0 0 9CKXXlO 
R =[0.' 0] 
o 0.1 
(J1) 
where the sensor output vector, y, contains the piezoceramic sensors as the first two 
elemenL~ and four VisionScrver outputs (elbow displacement, elbow rotation, tip 
displaceml;;nl, ami lip rotation) a~ the last four elements of the output vector DIe two 
control inputs are the base actuator and the elbow actuator, respectively . 
These values kept the control inputs within their limitations of ±150 volts, the 
sensors within their limitations of ± IO volts, minimized the steady state error, and mel the 
settling time constraints. l;igurc 7.2 illustrates a typical tip rotational displacemtnt in the 
time domain, it is representative of all sellsor data ohserved. Appendix C contains the 
simulation results for all the sensors 
Another method for dctemJining the performance of the LQG controller is to 
measure the damping effectiveness for the system. A good method for detemlining the 
damping from simulations is the Log Decrement method given by 
(7.4) 
with t; being the damping ratio, n the munber of cycles between measurements, A, and Af 
the initial and tinal amplitudes, respectively. Tn order to detcnlline damping, we need to 
excite one mode at a time. In general, we were able to excite independently only the first 
two modes. 
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Figure 7.2. Tip Rotational Displacement Initial Condition Response 
The damping coefficient for the fIrSt two modes dctcnnincd from the simulation 
results by the log dc<:remcnl method is 12%. Recalling the original damping ratio of 
0.4% an increase in damping on the order of29 times or 2,900% is obtained. 
Tbe next step is to design the Kalman filter. The so lution to the optimal state 
estimator is given by equation (3.9) where the observer gain is taken from equation 
(3 .11). Eq uation (3.11) has a solution provided that W, the plant uncertainty variance 
matrix, i~ symmetric and po~itivc semidefinite; the sensor noise variance matrix, V, is 
symmetric and positive defini te, and the pair (A,C) is ohservable wht::re the observahility 
matrix is given by equat ion (3 .14b). Ibe values determined from hardware 
documentation for the sensors, and previous research for the plant tmeertainty modt:: l and 
process-noise model are given below. Of note is the fact that the piezoceramic sensors 
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rhe designs fur the LQR controller and the Kalman filter were been perfumled 
individually, To crcatc the compensator for the system, we must combine the two 
together into one system. Using equatiun (3.9), the e~limatur equatiun, we: will introduce 
tile controller equatiun (7.1) for the control input modified for the estimated states rather 
than the actual states 
Suhstituting the cuntrol equation into the estimator equatiun we arrive at the 
overall compensatur equation 




with the inputs to the compensator being the sensor outputs, y, and the outputs of the 
compensator as the control input to the structural system ,u . 
The response using this LOG controller can be expected to converge to the LOR 
response over time. The speed of convergence is a reflection of the estimator's time 
constant. Figure 7.3 illustrates the error between the LOR response and the LOG 
response due to the Kalman filter. From Figure 7.3 it can be seen that the LQG respunse 
is less effective than the LOR due to the loss of robustness with the introduction of the 
uncertainty and noise into the system. 
Figure 7.3. Convergence of LQG to the LQR Initial Condition Response. 
lbe value for the initial condition, the tip displaced by 3 centimeters, was 
detennined experimentally by defining the maximum deflection that would keep the 
voltage inpm to the controller by the pie:lOceramic sensors within limits (~IO volts). 
The final step in the design process for the LOG controller is to discret i;-:e the 
system for the experimental verification effort. The method of discretization to be used is 
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the Tustin transformation. The relationship between the continuous domain (s-domain) 
and the discrete domain (z-dumain) is given by 
(7.6) 
wh!;.':rc T is the sampling period. A Tustin transformation maintains the frequency 
response uflhe t:Untinuous system while preserving the mapping oflhc s-planc into the z-
plane The Tustin transformation is a Pade approximation to the exponential, equation 








The continuous system will be transformed to the disnete domain using a sampling 
period 0[0.01 seconds (100 Hz). The lip response for the LQG controller in the discrete 
domain is shown in f igun:: 7.4, note the similarity between the continuous n:sponse and 
the discrete response 
TIle implementation all the real hardware is shown in [Re f. 81 The controller is 
implemented in software on the Vt\X~tation 3100 using MATRIX;.; and SystemBuild 
The real-time code is then downloaded to the AC-IOO real-time controller fur 
experimental verification ofthis design. 
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Figure 7.4. Comparison Between the LQG Continuous and Discrete Responses 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SU''fMARY 
Thi s thesis presents the design of all optimal controller for a flexible spacecraft 
structure model using Linear Quadratic Gaussian techniques with piezoccramic actuators 
and sensurs. An optical sensor package is also introduced into the system to provide 
control inputs 
1\ finite element model of the structure was provided that accounted for the 
electro-mechanical coupling dIects of the piezoceramic devices. The finite clement 
modd was enlJanccd by the addition of slrultural damping. nle design of the Linear 
Quadratic Gaussian controlkr is based on the combination of the Linear Quadratic 
Regulator (LQR) solution and the optimal estimator problem (Kalman filter). The 
solution \u the LQR problem was transfonned from a state dependent problem to a output 
dependl:nt problem. "Ibis technique allowcd for the direct control over the control inputs 
in relation to the sensor outputs. Thc plant Wlcertainty and process-noise matrices were 
detennined by iteration using the sensor specitications and previous research as the 
starting points mld then fine-twling each of the matricl:s' clcments to achieve the desired 
performance. The estimator and LQR controller werc combined to fonn the LQG 
controller and subjected to rigorous continuous-time simulation in :.-vlatlab and 
The mooel was thl:ll transformed to discrete space via a Tustin transfonnation 
following the continuous-time simulations. The discrete controller was also simulated in 
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Matlab to ensure a stable introduction into the experirnental sdup with the rea.1-tlrne 
controller, AC-IOO 
R. CONCLlJSTOKS 
In this study a Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller was designed and developed 
for the Flexiblc Spacecraft Simulator CFSS) at the ",aval Postgraduate SchooL All 
specificlltions for the FSS were md to include the sensor and m.:tuator limitations for the 
real-timc controller. The controller responded to a initial (;ondition disturbance and rnet 
the time r ~quir~m~nts and steady state error requirements sp~cifi~d in th~ d~sign criteria 
A significant increase in dllmping On the order of 2900% was achieved with the LQG 
controller. The optimal estimator's performance met specificatiolJs, but only marginally 
due to the fact that some of the states had small ohscrvability values. TIlis condition may 
have severe control implications when implemented experimentally 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The LQG controller design should be verified experimentally by testing with the 
FSS flexible structure [Ret S]. The tinite element method fOr cilaracterizing the structure 
is good fOr approximation only, and the use of modal analysis WQuid increase the fidelity 
of the model. Further study in the use of Loop Transfer Recovery techniques for this 
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FINJTE ELEIVrENT MODEL MATL4.B CODE 
%%Finik EleMent :>.1odel Pl'o~aM lor tile t'SS 
glQbaJABCO 
J.:-72~9; ~',%MuJuJusofeJJsticitv 
%o/OCoMpme eleMental stiftiless and Mass M~trices 
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%%Constnlct global Mass and s.tiffncss Matrices 
%%fix for fix~d boundry condition (row,coluMlIS 1&2 =0) 
~lt,ar Ke1~M~n\ MdeMent; 
%%Now add elbow and tip Masses 
Melbow9lA0823: 
dear Mpoint Melbow Mtip ipoint Mbea'vf2; 
%%Defi!l~ the piezo actuator and sensor cleMents 
de1ta- Lh icKlles.<J2; 
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Mp=rhop'wp*tp; %%Mass/lcngthpiezo 
Ms=Mp*h(2)1420"[156 22*h(2) 54 · 13*h(2);22*h(2) 4*h(2)"2 1) 'h{2) ·3 *h(2)"2; 
5413*11(2) 156 -22*h(2);·13 *h{2)·3 *h{2)"2 .22"11(2)4*h(2)"2]; 
%o/<>i\dd the piew eleMent Mass and stiffness Matrices 10 the structure 
M(I:2,1 :2)=M(I:2, l :2)-t2*Ma(3:4,3:4): 
M(l :4,1 :4)=M( 1 ;4, 1 :4)-t2 *Ms; 
M(6;8,6:8)=M(6:K,6:K)-t2*Ma(2:4,2:4); 
M(7: 10,7:10)=M(7 :1O,7:10)+2*Ms; 
clear Ks Ka M.s Ma Kpicw; 




oJ=str2mat(' Omega','Hertz',' '); 
[nl(I ,:) 1I1(3,:) 01(2,:)] 
[oMega Hem] 
%%ConstnIct tnc a,b,c, and d Matrices for state· space forM 
%%Need More info on the piezos, 
bb I =0; bb2=-d31 *Ep*wp*(delta -ttpl2); bb3;Q; bb4=·bb2; 
gaMMa=v..p*h(2)1tp*( cT3·d31 "2*Ep); 
b J=[bb3 bb4 0 0 000000001; 
b2" [0 00 0 bbl bb2 bb3 bb4 00 0 OJ; 
btMp=LbJ' b2']; btMp2--2"inv(M)"btMp; btMp3~·2*Phi'·btMp; 
ctMp=[bbl bb2 bbJ bb4 zeros{I,20)VgaMMa: %senoor J 
ctMp2~[000 OOObbl bb2 bb3 bb4 00 1.eros(J,12)]lgaMMa; %","wr2 
ctMp3=[OOOO 1 Ozeros{I,18)]; o/~.disp 
clMp4- [OOOOO·J zeros{I,JS)l; o/~. rOl 
ctMp5=[zeros(1.l0)I Ozeros(I,12)j; %l. disp 
ctMp6=[zeros(l,lO)O·J zeros{I ,J2)]; %t.rnl 






clear bbl bb2 bb3 bb4 ga:M.."I\,1a bl b2 btMp ctMp; 
clear ctMp2 clMpJ ctMp4 ctMp5 elMp6 ctMp7 ctMp8; 
clear EEpcTJ i; 
clear blMp2 ex d31 del(3 e elMass ep et3 height Mp rho rhop; 
clear IhicKness Ip wp 
%%Conslruct transfonnation matrix from modal to physical coordinates. 
PPhi_inv-in\"(l>Phi) ; 






C=c\ean(c2ru , l e-7); 
D=d; 
disp('lnitialization ofvariabJes complete for two [ream all~lysis. (FEM3)') 
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APPENDIX B 
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SENSOR OUTPUTS FOR LQG CONTHOLLFR 
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